
The VS-V GT Medical  
Vision Screener        

“Absolutely Phenomenal” Dr. Joe Collins

Dark Adaptation Exam option keeps 
your company out of the dark  

-  Eight decades of vision screening leadership  - 

Simple 
Simple and easy to use. The VS-V GT is layperson 
friendly requiring minimal examiner training.  

Efficient 
The exam process is rapid yet accurate, allowing 
for maximum efficiency as the screening process 
averages under 5 minutes per examinee. 

Well-Built 
With eight decades of experience, the reliability of 
Keystone View’s engineering and manufacturing 
ensures your VS-V GT Vision Screener will require 
little or no maintenance. 

Convenient 
The VS-V GT smartly styled housing  provides a 
small, self-contained, and light-weight vision 
screener that is easily moved to any location in or 
out of the office.  

Precise 
The VS-V GT replicates “real life” vision by using 
reflective light provided by two long-life true white 
(5000K) light emitting diodes.  

New & Standard 
VS-V GT Medical Features 

x� Excellent ROI—Used to perform CPT 

code 92284, Dark Adaptation Exam

x� Glare Recovery

x� Contrast Sensitivity 

x� Test acuity, phorias, stereopsis 

x� Enlarged Viewing Lens to

Accommodate Multifocals

x� Elliptech Soft Touch Membrane 

Control Panel  

x� Long-Life True White Light LEDs 

x� Compact, lightweight 

x� Horizontal and Vertical Peripheral 

Vision Test 

x� Night Vision Test 

x� Visionary Software - Optional  

x� 3-Year Warranty 



Whether the images seen by the twoVS-V GT Medical Vision Screener           
The VS-V GT Medical blends technological convenience with more than 80 years of vision testing research, expertise 
and excellence.  Like its predecessors, the VS-V GT Medical features several unique competitive advantages—such as 
testing in reflected light rather than with backlit targets to mirror everyday visual function.  Now with larger viewing 
lens the VS-V GT accommodates examinees who use progressive lens glasses.  The VS-V GT is the only screener on 
the market that comes with glare recovery and contrast sensitivity tests and horizontal and vertical periometer tests.  

Optional  
Visionary Software

Download

x� Allows control of the VS-V GT test 
instrument remotely from the 
computer work station. 

x� Compatible with most Microsoft 
Windows based PCs and laptop 
computers.   

x� User friendly design makes for 
“clicking through” the testing 
procedure. 

x� Automatically stores results in an 
easy-to-access client/patient 
database. 

x� Multiple reports are easily 
generated.  

x� Easily upgrade to unlimited 
records with additional payment. 

“For recording results, Visionary 
Testing software lets you customize 
a database to your specific needs, 
so you can easily access, analyze 
and report your results the way you 
want to see them.” 
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FEATURE BENEFIT 

High ROI  
Procedure Code 92284 

Diagnostic Codes 
 365.11 Glaucoma - Open Angle - Primary 
 366.16 Cataract - Nuclear Sclerosis 
 366.17 Cataract -  Mature 
 746.85 Cataract - Senile Mature 

Glare Recovery Test 
Measures the speed and efficiency by which the 
examinee re-adapts to night conditions after 
being flooded with a sudden bright light. 

Contrast Sensitivity Exam 

Examinees are presented with nine blocks of 
numbers varying in contrast from 10 to 90 percent 
under dusk/night driving conditions.  All tests are 
given at 20/70 (6/21) acuity. 

Elliptech Soft-Touch 
Hand Control 

User Friendly design makes for intuitive control of 
every test, accessory, and function of  your 
Keystone View VS-V GT  Vision Screener.  Tests 
can be  advanced/reversed automatically. 

Unique Long-Life 
True White LED Lighting 

Test targets are illuminated by reflective light the 
method preferred by most practitioners as it 
simulates natural visual function and is 
unaffected by outside factors. 

Compact, lightweight 

Easy to transport.  The optional hard-sided carrying 
case protects the instrument between sites with 
convenient extention handle and roller wheels.  
Excellent for health fairs.

Peripheral Vision Testing 

Standard on all VS-V GT  Medical vision screeners, 
peripheral vision testing is performed in the 
horizontal visual field at 85°, 70°, 55° and nasal 45° 
for each eye. The vertical field is tested at 35° both 
above and below the natural line of sight.    
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STEREOPSIS 

ACUITY - RIGHT EYE 

ACUITY - LEFT EYE 

ACUITY - BINOCULAR 

ISHIHARA COLOR TEST (MILD AND SEVERE) 

PHORIA - LATERAL AND VERTICAL 

CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 

GLARE RECOVERY 
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